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Abstract

The construction of weighted extended B-splines (web-splines), as recently introduced by the auth
J. Wipper for uniform knot sequences, is generalized to the nonuniform case. We show that web-splin
a stable basis for splines on arbitrary domains inR

m which provides optimal approximation power. Moreov
homogeneous boundary conditions, as encountered frequently in finite element applications, can be
exactly by using an appropriate weight function. To illustrate the performance of the method, it is appli
scattered data fitting problem and a finite element approximation of an elliptic boundary value problem.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tensor product B-splines have become a standard for approximation of functions and discre
(de Boor, 1978), computer-aided-design (Farin, 1988; Hoschek and Lasser, 1993), geometric m
and computer graphics (Cohen et al., 2001). Among their many favorable properties, the stability
B-spline basis is crucial for approximation purposes. However, stability is in general lost if the dom
trimmed to a bounded domainD ⊂R

m, whose boundaries are not aligned with the coordinate axes.
fact causes severe problems for instance in reverse engineering applications, where data are
available only a bounded domain. Equally, it is a major obstacle to using B-splines as finite ele
As a generalization of the approach introduced in (Höllig et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; Höllig, 2003) f
uniform case, we present a solution to this problem for nonuniform spline spaces.
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0167-8396/03/$ – see front matter 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0167-8396(03)00045-1
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Fig. 1. Relevant biquadratic B-splines for a domainD, marked at the lower left corners(k1h, k2h) of their supports. Inner an
outer B-splines are indicated with dots and circles, respectively.

The basic idea is simple. As is illustrated in Fig. 1, we can approximate a function on a bo
domainD ⊂R

m by forming aspline, i.e., a linear combination of allrelevant B-splines

bk, k ∈K,

which have some support inD. Depending on the degree, this yields approximations of arbitrary o
and smoothness. However, numerical instabilities may arise due to theouter B-splines

bj , j ∈ J,
for which no complete grid cell of their support lies inD. Here and in the sequel, agrid cell is an interval
which in every coordinate direction is bounded by two consecutive, but different knots, and aninner grid
cell is a grid cell whose interior is completely contained inD. A further difficulty is that, in general
splines do not conform to homogeneous boundary conditions, which is essential for standar
element schemes (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000) or for matching boundaries in data fitting proble

Fortunately, both problems can be resolved. A stable basis is obtained by forming appr
extensions of theinner B-splines

bi, i ∈ I :=K \ J,
which have at least one inner grid cell in their support. If zero boundary data are required, we mult
a positiveweight functionw which vanishes on the boundary∂D of D. Otherwise,w can be omitted or, to
unify notation, be set tow≡ 1. Combining both ideas led to the definition ofweighted extended B-spline
(web-splines) (Höllig et al., 2001). These new basis functions combine the computational advant
B-splines and standard finite elements:

• The web-spline basis is stable.
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• Homogeneous boundary conditions can be matched exactly.
• No mesh generation is required.
• Accurate numerical approximations are possible with relatively low-dimensional subspaces.
• Smoothness and approximation order can be chosen arbitrarily.
• Hierarchical bases permit adaptive refinement and multigrid algorithms.

Given the difficulty of meshing domains inR2 or, even more, inR3 (cf., e.g., (Owen, 1998)), the thir
property is of great importance for finite element applications. Utilizing a regular grid not only elimi
a complicated and time-consuming preprocessing step, but also permits a very efficient implem
of algorithms.

In (Höllig et al., 2001), web-splines have been constructed with uniform B-splines. This is ade
for smooth problems and also gives acceptable results for moderate singularities. To gain more fle
nonuniform knot spacing can be used to adapt the spline space to the requested resolution, or t
grid structure to the geometry of the domain. On the left hand side, Fig. 2 shows an example
nonuniform knots are used to resolve the potentially fine structure of the function to be approx
in a vicinity of the small circular hole. The right hand side depicts a typical situation, where the
lines are aligned in a natural way to horizontal and vertical boundaries. We shall come back t
two examples in Section 5. In such situations, the use of nonuniform knot sequences, as de
in this paper, is particularly competitive since it combines relatively low-dimensional spaces w
computational advantages of a regular grid.

Of course, in the multivariate case, nonuniform knot sequences are not always useful. The poin
knot insertion is not local in the sense that the complete domain is subdivided. This leads to an
increase of the dimension of the spline space if several, unaligned features are to be resolved
cases, hierarchical bases, as described in (Höllig, 2002, 2003), are the method of choice. Here,
elements are defined on a nested sequence of grids with scaled uniform knot sequences.

In this paper, we show how web-splines can be generalized to nonuniform knot sequences
emphasis is put on the extension procedure. The key tool is a sequence of dual functionals, w
review in Section 2 along with some definitions and basic facts about B-splines. In Section 3, we ill
the main idea of our basis construction for a simple univariate model. The definition of multiv

Fig. 2. Domains with nonuniform grids.
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nonuniform web-splines is then given in Section 4. Finally, we consider in Section 5 two applica
We show how web-splines avoid boundary artifacts in scattered data approximation on trimmed d
and we demonstrate their excellent performance as finite elements at hand of a simple model pro

Throughout, we use the following notational conventions. For an intervalQ⊂ R
m, we denote by|Q|

andµ(Q) its diameter and measure, respectively. The linear space of all polynomial of degree� n is
denoted byPn, where in the multivariate case,n= [n1, . . . , nm] is understood as the coordinate degr
In estimates, constants const(p1,p2, . . .) depending on parameterspν are always positive. If the constan
are clear from the context, we drop them and use the symbols�,, and�, instead. Thep-norm of a
vector or sequenceC = {ck}k∈K is denoted by‖C‖p,K , and theLp-norm of a functionu on a domainD
by ‖u‖p,D. Finally, ‖ · ‖p,�,D is the norm of the Sobolev spaceW�

p(D), see (Adams, 1978).

2. Some facts about B-splines

The material presented in this section is well known, but briefly compiled here for later referen
convenience of the reader. For given degreen and a bi-infinite nondecreasing knot sequence

t : · · · tk � tk+1 � · · ·
we denote bybk = bnk,t ∈ Z, the B-splines of degreen with support

suppbk = [tk, tk+n+1].
We choose the standard normalization

∑
k bk = 1 and assumetk < tk+n+1 to avoid degenerate cases, i.

the multiplicity mk of the knot tk is at mostn + 1. As is well-known (de Boor, 1978), the B-splin
{bk, k ∈ Z} form a basis for the piecewise polynomials of degree� n which are (n − mk)-times
continuously differentiable attk . If higher order derivatives are required at a knot, they are understo
right-sided limits of adjacent polynomials. Moreover, the B-spline basis is uniformly stable,

const(n)−1‖C‖∞,Z �
∥∥∥∥∑

k∈Z

ckbk

∥∥∥∥∞,R

� ‖C‖∞,Z. (1)

Hence, in the bi-infinite case, the condition number of the basis does not depend on the knot seqt .
Estimate (1) and many other results concerning stability and approximation power of B-splines

proven usingdual functionals. From the plethora of possible constructions, we consider here the cla
definition of de Boor and Fix (de Boor and Fix, 1973), which is explicit and particularly elegant. Fork ∈ Z

andτk ∈ [tk, tk+n+1), we define

λkf :=
n∑

�=0

(−1)n−�ψ(n−�)
k (τk)f

(�)(τk), ψk(x) := 1

n!
n∏

�=1

(tk+� − x). (2)

The essential properties of this family of functionals arebi-orthogonalityand uniformboundednesson
the space of polynomials of degree� n.

Theorem 1 (Dual functionals for B-splines). (i)B-splines and de Boor–Fix functionals are bi-orthogon

λkbk′ = δk,k′, k, k′ ∈ Z.
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(ii) If Q is an interval in the support ofbk with length bounded by|Q|� α|suppbk| for some constan
α ∈ (0,1], then

|λkp|� const(n,α)‖p‖∞,Q, p ∈Pn.

Proof. The proof of bi-orthogonality is based on Taylor’s theorem and Marsden’s identity, see (de
1978) for details. To verify boundedness, we note that definition (2) is compatible with translatio
scaling. More precisely, if̃λk is the dual functional corresponding to the knot sequencet̃ := ht + s and
the parameter̃τk := hτk + s, then

λkf = λ̃kf
(
(· − s)/h

)
.

This implies that we may assumeQ = [0,1] without loss of generality. It is easily checked th
‖ψk‖∞,n,[0,1] � const(n)|tk+n+1− tk|n � const(n)α−n. Thus, by equivalence of norms onPn,

|λkp|� const(n)‖ψk‖∞,n,[0,1]‖p‖∞,n,[0,1] � const(n,α)‖p‖∞,[0,1]. ✷
Clearly, if we chooseQ as the largest grid interval in suppbk , we can takeα = 1/(n + 1), and the

constant in the estimate depends only on the degree. With this choice andτk ∈Q we obtain a proof for
the nontrivial left inequality of the stability result (1). We simply observe that, by bi-orthogonality,

ck = λkq, q =
∑
k′

ck′bk′

for any splineq, and that Theorem 1 applies sinceq is a polynomial onQ.
However, it should be noted that this argument can fail for finite knot sequences. For a B-splin

exterior knots, the largest grid intervalQ may lie outside the natural domain of definitionD of the
spline space. Hence, as is easily overlooked, for finite dimensional spline spaces, (1) does not h
problem can be eliminated by requiring that themesh ratio, i.e., the maximal quotient of the lengths
adjacent grid cells, is bounded by a constant(. In this case, every grid cellQk in the support ofbk has
length

|Qk|� const(n, ()|suppbk|,
and the constant in (1) has to be replaced by const(n, ().

Finally, with the aid of dual functionals, we can define acanonical projectoronto splines via

Pf :=
∑
k

(λkf )bk.

Because of bi-orthogonality,P reproduces B-splines, which implies in particularpolynomial precision,
i.e.,

Pp =
∑
k

(λkp)bk = p (3)

for all polynomialsp ∈Pn.

3. Stability via extension

As we have seen, stability problems are caused by B-splines with small support inD. While the mesh
ratio can be controlled quite easily, the support of some B-splines inD can still become small ifD is
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Fig. 3. Left: Inner B-splinesbi , i ∈ I (solid), and outer B-splinesbj , j ∈ J (dashed), on a bounded intervalD. Right: Extended
B-splinesBi, i ∈ I .

not a union of grid cells. This phenomenon is persistent only in the multivariate case, but shall at
studied in one variable for the sake of simplicity.

Let∑
k∈K

ckbk(x), x ∈D,

be a spline on a bounded intervalD ⊂ R, where the index setK comprises all relevant B-splines wi
some support inD. The example of a quadratic spline space, depicted in Fig. 3, captures the es
difficulty. If the interval endpoints do not coincide with knots, there exist outer B-splines

bj , j ∈ J,
for which suppbj does not contain an inner grid cell. These outer B-splines cause stability problem
if the mesh ratio is small. In the example, we have knotst2= t3 = ε, t4= 2/3, t5 = 1 inside the domain
D = [0,1]. All other knots lie outside. Hence, the set of outer indices isJ = {−1,0}, and

b−1(x)=O
(
ε2

)
, b0(x)=O(ε)

for x ∈D. Hence, the first two coefficients of a splineq with ‖q‖∞,D � 1 can become arbitrarily larg
asε→ 0. For the inner B-splines

bi, i ∈ I,
suppbi contains at least one inner grid cell. In the example,I = {1,2,3,4}. This part of the basis is stab
regardless of the size ofε.

We would like to select a subspace with a stable, local basis while maintaining polynomial pre
This is accomplished by adjoining outer to inner B-splines via appropriate linear combinations.
end, for an outer indexj ∈ J , we denote byQj an inner grid cell which is closest to suppbj with respect
to the Hausdorff metric. The set ofrelated inner indicesis defined by

I (j) := {i ∈ I : Qj ⊂ suppbi}.
It is easy to see thatI (j) consists ofn + 1 consecutive inner indices,I (j) = {�, . . . , � + n}, wheren
denotes the degree. Conversely, for an inner indexi, we define the set ofrelated outer indicesby

J (i) := {
j ∈ J : i ∈ I (j)}.
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In the example,Q−1=Q0= [ε, t4] and

I (−1)= I (0)= {1,2,3}, J (1)= J (2)= J (3)= {−1,0}, J (4)= ∅.
With these notions, we define extended B-splines as follows:

Definition 1. For i ∈ I, j ∈ J (i), andQj as defined above, we denote bypi,j the polynomial which
agrees withbi onQj and define theextension coefficients

ei,j := λjpi,j . (4)

Then, theextended B-splines(eb-splines) are

Bi := bi +
∑
j∈J (i)

ei,j bj , i ∈ I.

The linear span of eb-splines is denoted byB.
In the example, the basis forB consists of the eb-splinesB1, . . . ,B4. SinceJ (4)= ∅, B4= b4; only

the B-splinesbi with i close toJ are modified.

The computation of the extension coefficients is straightforward: We generate the polynomiapi,j

in Taylor form using the recurrence relation for B-splines. Expanding at an arbitrary pointτj , which
appears in the definition of the dual functionalλj , the coefficients yield the relevant data for apply
formula (2). This procedure is slightly more involved than for uniform knots (tk = kh), where we have
the simple expression

ei,j =
n∏

ν=0
�+ν �=i

j − �− ν

i − �− ν
,

derived via Lagrange interpolation, see (Höllig et al., 2001) for details. In any case, the overhead
since only a few B-splines near the interval endpoints are extended.

We show now that extended B-splines inherit all properties of standard B-splines which are cru
approximation purposes, namely locality, boundedness, existence of dual functionals, and poly
precision.

Theorem 2 (Locality and boundedness). (i)The distance betweeni ∈ I and j ∈ J (i) is bounded by
|i − j |� 2n+ 1. In particular,

|suppBi|� const(n, ()|suppbi |. (5)

(ii) eb-splines are uniformly bounded by∥∥B(�)
i

∥∥∞,D
� const(n, ()|suppbi |−�. (6)

Proof. To prove locality, we consider, e.g., the left boundary ofD. If i0 is the smallest inner index, the
i0− n−2 is an index which certainly corresponds to a nonrelevant B-spline. Hence,i0− n−1� j < i0,
and the corresponding set of inner indices isI (j)= i0+ {0, . . . , n}. The bound on the number of out
B-splinesbj attached tobi combined with the bound( on the mesh ratio yields (5).

To prove the second statement, we first show that the extension coefficients are uniformly bo
The construction of eb-splines is invariant under affine transformations of the abscissa. Hence, foj ∈ J
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andQj the nearest inner grid cell, we may assumeQj = [0,1]. Being part of a standard B-spline, th
polynomialpi,j is bounded by‖pi,j‖∞,[0,1] � 1. This implies that|pi,j (x)| is bounded by a constan
depending only onn andx. By (5), |x| � const(n, () for x ∈ suppbj . So, we obtain using Theorem
with Q= suppbj

|ei,j | = |λjpi,j |� const(n)‖pi,j‖∞,suppbj � const(n, ().

Boundedness of extension coefficients combined with the known estimate‖b(�)k ‖∞,R � const(n, ()×
|suppbk|−�, which holds for standard B-splines, proves the claim.✷

Now, we show that{λi, i ∈ I } is a family of bounded dual functionals for the eb-splines{Bi, i ∈ I }.
Theorem 3 (Dual functionals for eb-splines). (i)eb-splines and de Boor–Fix functionals are
orthogonal,

λibi′ = δi,i′ , i, i′ ∈ I.
(ii) If Q is an inner grid cell in the support ofbi , then

|λip|� const(n, ()‖p‖∞,Q, p ∈ Pn.

Proof. Bi-orthogonality follows fromλkbk′ = δk,k′ and the definition ofBi′ sinceλibj = 0 for j ∈ J ,
while boundedness just recalls Theorem 1.✷

The existence of dual functionals implies linear independence, i.e., eb-splines form a basis
spline spaceB. Moreover, like standard B-splines, eb-splines are alocal basisin the sense that for an
grid cellQ intersectingD the eb-splines which do not vanish onQ are linearly independent. This ca
easily be shown by selectingτi ∈Q ∩D for all dual functionalsλi corresponding to eb-splines withQ
in their support. Since all polynomialsp ∈ Pn are contained inB, as will follow from the next theorem
there exist exactlyn+1 eb-splines which do not vanish onQ, and they span the space of all polynomi
of degree� n onQ.

Defining the canonical projectorP ontoB by

Pf :=
∑
i∈I

(λif )Bi,

we can establish polynomial precision.

Theorem 4 (Polynomial precision).For all polynomialsp ∈Pn,

Pp = p.

In particular, the spline spaceB contains all polynomials of degree� n onD.

Proof. Substituting the definition ofBi and interchanging sums, we have forx ∈D
Pp =

∑
i∈I

(λip)Bi(x)=
∑
i∈I

(λip)bi +
∑
j∈J

[ ∑
i∈I (j)

ei,j (λip)

]
bj .

Now, because of (3),Pp = p is equivalent to∑
i∈I (j)

ei,j (λip)= λjp. (7)
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Since both sides are linear inp, it suffices to check this identity for a basis. Takingp = pi′,j with
i′ ∈ I (j) andτi ∈Qj , we haveλipi′,j = λibi′ = δi,i′ , and (7) reduces to the definition (4) of the extens
coefficientsei,j . ✷

After establishing locality and boundedness, dual functionals, and polynomial precision, we h
essential ingredients at our disposal to derive standard results on stability and approximation
Exemplarily, we establish optimal convergence rates when approximating smooth functions.

Theorem 5 (Approximation power).For x ∈ D, we denote byQ the union of supports of eb-spline
containing x, and byh the length of the grid cell containingx. Then, for a smooth functionf , the
approximation errord := Pf − f is pointwise bounded by∣∣d(�)(x)∣∣ � const(n, ()

∥∥f (n+1)
∥∥∞,Q

hn+1−�.

Proof. The proof is routine. We denote bỹI the set of inner indices which are relevant forx. SinceĨ
containsn+1 elements,|Q| � h. Letp ∈Pn be the Taylor polynomial off atx. Then, with∆ := f −p,∥∥∆(�)

∥∥∞,Q
� ∥∥f (n+1)

∥∥∞,Q
hn+1−�.

Further, by polynomial precision and boundedness of eb-splines,∣∣d(�)(x)∣∣= ∣∣(P∆)(�)(x)∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∑
i∈Ĩ

(λi∆)B
(�)
i (x)

∣∣∣∣�max
i∈Ĩ
|λi∆|h−�.

It remains to considerλi∆. The pointτi in the definition ofλi lies inQ. Hence,|ψ(n−�′)
i (τi)| � h�

′
, and

|λi∆|�
n∑

�′=0

∣∣ψ(n−�′)
i (τi)

∣∣∣∣∆(�′)(τi)
∣∣� ∥∥f (n+1)

∥∥∞,Q
hn+1. ✷

We note that similar results for the approximation of less regular functions can be obtained ex
the same way using dual functionals which are bounded, e.g., with respect to the sup-norm. The
choice that we made here is merely due to the explicit character of the de Boor–Fix functionals, w
favorable for the definition of extension coefficients.

Summarizing, the material presented in this section admits to derive standard approximati
stability properties for spline spaces with small parameter intervals at the endpoints ofD. The
modifications are crucial for splines in several variables, where we can in general not align th
lines to the domain boundaries.

4. Multivariate web-splines

Generalizing the univariate definitions and results of the last section tom � 2 variables is
straightforward. The arguments are completely analogous. Merely the notation needs to be ad
the multivariate setting.

We consider a tensor product grid inR
m with knot sequencest = [t1, . . . , tm],

tν : · · ·� tνk � tνk+1 � · · · , ν = 1, . . . ,m,
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bk = bnk,t (x) := b
n1
k1,t

1(x1) · · ·bnmkm,tm(xm), k ∈ Z
m,

the corresponding tensor product B-splines of degreen= [n1, . . . , nm]. For a grid cellQ with side lengths
l1, . . . , lm we define itsdistortionby

max
ν,ν ′

lν/ lν ′ .

The distortion of the knot sequencet is the maximal distortion of its grid cells, andδ will denote an
upper bound on it. Like the mesh ratio in the univariate case, the distortion quantifies the deviatio
a uniform setting in the multivariate case. It is easy to see that if the distortion oft is bounded byδ, then
the mesh ratios of all knot sequencest1, . . . , tm are bounded byδ2.

For a bounded domainD ⊂ R
m we define the setsK,I, J of relevant, inner, and outer indices as

the univariate case (cf. also Fig. 1):

K := {
k ∈ Z

m: D ∩ suppbk �= ∅
}
,

I := {
i ∈ Z

m: suppbi contains an inner grid cell
}
,

J :=K \ I.
For j ∈ J , the inner grid cell whose midpoint is closest to the midpoint of suppbj is denoted byQj . The
B-splines which do not vanish onQj have indices in

I (j)= I 1(j)× · · · × Im(j)= �+ {0, . . . , n}m
with �= �(j) ∈ Z

m, see Fig. 4. The complementary setsJ (i) are defined as before.
The multivariate de Boor–Fix functionals are constructed from the univariate ones as follow

k ∈ Z
m andτk = [τk1, . . . , τkm],
λk := λ1

k1
◦ · · · ◦ λmkm, (8)

Fig. 4. Grid points(t1i1, t
2
i2
), i ∈ I (j), for a bilinear outer B-splinebj . The nearest inner grid cellQj is highlighted, and the

point xi marked by a cross.
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whereλνkν is acting on theνth variable. It is easily checked that bi-orthogonality and uniform bounded
are kept.

Except for the incorporation of an additional weight function, the definition of multivariate exte
B-splines is completely analogous to the univariate case:

Definition 2. For i ∈ I, j ∈ J (i), andQj defined as above, we denote bypi,j the polynomial which
agrees withbi onQj and define theextension coefficients

ei,j := λjpi,j .

Further, letw be a positiveweight functionwhich is smooth onD and equivalent to some powerr � 0
of the boundary distance function,

w(x)� dist(x, ∂D)r, (9)

and denote byxi the center of an inner grid cell in suppbi . Then, theweighted extended B-splines(web-
splines) are defined by

Bi := w

w(xi)

(
bi +

∑
j∈J (i)

ei,j bj

)
, i ∈ I.

The linear span of web-splines is theweb-spaceB.

In particular, the weight function is essential for finite element applications. It allows us to s
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions simply by requiring thatw vanishes on the appropria
component of the boundary∂D. Using such weighted finite element bases was already suggest
Kantorowitsch and Krylow (Kantorowitsch and Krylow, 1956) and has been extensively studi
Rvachev et al. (cf., e.g., the survey (Rvachev and Sheiko, 1995) and the literature cited there). R
developed the so-called R-function method, which is particularly suited for domains constructe
simple primitives with Boolean operations. For planar domains bounded piecewise by NURBS-
weight functions are constructed in (Reif, t.a.).

With dual functionals according to (8) andpi,j (x)=∏
ν piν ,jν (xν), we obtain

ei,j =
(
λ1
j1
◦ · · · ◦ λmjm

)
pi,j =

m∏
ν=1

λνjνpiν ,jν =
m∏
ν=1

eiν ,jν .

That is, multivariate extension coefficients can be conveniently computed as products of univaria
Again, the web-splinesBi inherit all basic properties of standard nonuniform B-splines, ex

positivity. However, constants typically depend now on a boundδ on the distortion instead of the me
ratio.

Theorem 6 (Locality and boundedness). (i)If D ⊂R
m is a Lipschitz-domain, then the distance betw

i ∈ I andj ∈ J (i) is bounded by‖i − j‖∞ � const(n,m, δ,D). In particular,

|suppBi|� const(n,m, δ,D)|suppbi |,
µ(suppBi)� const(n,m, δ,D)µ(suppbi).

(ii) Web-splines are uniformly bounded by

‖Bi‖∞,D � const(n,m, δ,D,w). (10)
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Proof. To prove the first statement, we observe that the ratio of diameters of any two grid cellsQ,Q′
is bounded by|Q|/|Q′|� δ2. In particular, if‖t‖ denotes the maximal diameter of grid cells,δ−2‖t‖ �
|Q| � δ2‖t‖. The diameter ofQ is bounded in terms of its side lengthsl1, . . . , lm by |Q| � δ

√
mlν .

Since the domain is assumed to be Lipschitz, there exist constantsα,h0 depending onD such that for all
h ∈ (0, h0) andx ∈D there exists a pointy ∈D with ‖x − y‖2 <h< α dist(y, ∂D).

If ‖t‖ < h0/(αδ
2), we consider an outer indexj ∈ J and a pointx ∈ suppbj ∩D. With h := ‖t‖αδ2

and y as above, the grid cellQ containingy is inner since|Q| � ‖t‖δ2 = h/α < dist(y, ∂D). Since
‖x−y‖ � ‖t‖, the distance between suppbj andQ is� ‖t‖. Consequently, the distance between supbj
and the nearest inner grid cellQj is� ‖t‖. All side lengths of all B-splines are ‖t‖. So, the difference
betweenj and inner indicesi ∈ I (j) is� 1.

If ‖t‖� h0/(αδ
2), then the side lengthsl1, . . . , lm of any grid cellQ are bounded by

lν � |Q|
δ
√
m

� ‖t‖
δ3
√
m

� h0

αδ5
√
m
.

SinceD is bounded, the lower bound on the side lengths yields an upper bound on the numbK

of relevant indices, and‖i − j‖∞ � #K � const(n,m, δ,D). The inequalities for the diameter and t
measure of suppBi follow immediately from the boundedness of the number of outer B-splines atta
to bi and the boundedness of distortion.

To prove the second statement, we conclude from (9) that the weight factor in the definition o
splines is bounded by∥∥∥∥ w

w(xi)

∥∥∥∥∞,suppBi

� 1.

It remains to show that the extension coefficients are uniformly bounded by

|ei,j |� const(n,m, δ,D),

which can be done following exactly the arguments given in the univariate case.✷
It can be shown by carefully constructed examples that the upper bound on‖i − j‖∞ in fact depends

on the distortion. However, such cases are rarely encountered in applications. The examples in S
show that‖i − j‖∞ is typically close ton if the knot sequences are fine.

The dual functionals need to be adapted to the weight function. Withxi as in Definition 2, we define
theweighted functionals

Λif :=w(xi)λi(f/w), i ∈ I.
Uniform boundedness is now required on the space of weighted polynomials. On the inner g
Q ⊂ suppBi containingxi the weight function can get arbitrarily small. The resulting problem ca
circumvented by restriction to a sub-intervalQ̃ of Q which has the same center, but halved side leng
From (9) we conclude that∥∥∥∥w(xi)w

∥∥∥∥∞,Q̃

� 1 (11)

with constants depending onδ andw. Now, we are prepared to establish the analogue of Theore
and 3 for web-splines.
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Theorem 7 (Dual functionals for web-splines). (i)Web-splines and weighted de Boor–Fix function
are bi-orthogonal,

ΛiBi′ = δi,i′ , i, i′ ∈ I.
(ii) If Q is the inner grid cell in the support ofBi containingxi , andQ̃ the half-size sub-interval a

defined above, then∣∣Λi(wp)
∣∣ � const(n, (,w)‖wp‖∞,Q̃, p ∈Pn.

Proof. Bi-orthogonality is verified by inspection. To show boundedness on weighted polynomia
note that the multivariate de Boor–Fix functionals are bounded by

|λip|� const(n, δ)‖p‖∞,Q̃.

Further, with (11),∣∣Λi(wp)
∣∣ = w(xi) |λip|� const(n, ()w(xi)‖p‖∞,Q̃

� const(n, ()
∥∥w(xi)/w∥∥∞,Q̃

‖wp‖∞,Q̃

� const(n, (,w)‖wp‖∞,Q̃. ✷
The canonical projectorP onto the spline spaceB is defined as before by

Pf :=
∑
i∈I

(Λif )Bi.

Now, polynomial precision is replaced by weighted polynomial precision.

Theorem 8 (Weighted polynomial precision).For all polynomialsp ∈Pn,

P(wp)=wp.

In particular, the spline spaceB contains all weighted polynomials of degree� n onD.

Proof. We obtain

P(wp)=
∑
i∈I

Λi(wp)Bi =w
∑
i∈I

(λip)

(
bi +

∑
j∈J (i)

ei,j bj

)
=wp,

where the last identity is verified exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.✷
Proving approximation results for weighted spline spaces is slightly more involved than in sta

cases. The technical details are described in (Höllig, 2003). Here, we consider stability of the we
and show the following generalization of (1) and (10):

Theorem 9 (Stability). Appropriately normalized, web-splines are uniformly stable with respec
p-norms, i.e.,

‖C‖p,I �
∥∥∥∥∑

i∈I
ci(γiBi)

∥∥∥∥
p,D

,
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where the normalization factor is

γi :=
{
µ(suppbi)−1/p for 1 � p <∞
1 for p =∞,

and the constants depend only onn,m, δ,D,w.

Proof. The line of arguments is well known: Since the support of each web-spline contains on� 1
grid cells, it suffices to prove the local estimates∣∣γ −1

i Λiq
∣∣� ‖q‖p,Q̃, ‖γiBi‖p,D � 1,

whereq =∑
i∈I ci(γiBi) andQ̃ is the half-size sub-interval of the inner grid cell containingxi . The first

inequality is invariant under affine transformations of the arguments. Hence, we may assumeQ̃= [0,1]m.
By Theorem 6,

γ −1
i = µ(suppbi)

1/p � 1.

Further, sinceq is a weighted polynomial on[0,1]m, we can use Theorem 7 and equivalence of norm
obtain

|Λiq| � ‖q‖∞,[0,1]m � ‖q‖p,[0,1]m.
Forp=∞, the second inequality is just (10). Forp <∞, Theorem 6 yields

‖γiBi‖p,D �
(
µ(suppBi)

µ(suppbi)

)1/p

� 1,

and the proof is complete.✷

5. Applications

In this section, we discuss two typical applications of web-splines. First, we consider a scatter
approximation problem on a trimmed domain. Second, we illustrate their performance as finite el
at hand of a simple model problem.

Scattered data approximation problems on trimmed domains occur, for instance, in reverse eng
applications. LetD ⊂ R

2 be a bounded domain. For given data points(xν, yν, zν) ∈ D × R we seek a
bivariate splineq :D→R which approximates in a least squares sense:∑

ν

(
q(xν, yν)− zν

)2→min .

Fig. 5 shows a domain and the location of data points together with knot lines, which are aligne
the boundary ofD in a natural way. In the example, height values are sampled from the smooth fu
z = f (x, y) = 2cos(x/3)cos(y/2). No weighting is required, so we setw ≡ 1. On the left hand side
Fig. 6 shows the best approximating cubic web-splineqweb. In contrast, on the right hand side, stand
B-splines are used to obtain the approximationqstd. The artifacts at the rounded corners of the dom
are clearly visible. The point is that outer B-spline coefficients may get very large in order to s
reduce the approximation error at the data points near the boundary. The advantages of the web
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Fig. 5. Left: Domain with grid lines and scattered data points. Right: Sampled functionf (x)= 2cos(x/3)cos(y/2).

Fig. 6. Left: Approximation with extension. Right: Approximation without extension.

become obvious when comparing the Euclidean error at the data points, the maximal error onD, and the
condition number of the Gramian matrixG:∥∥qweb(X,Y )−Z

∥∥
2≈ 8.6e–4,

∥∥qstd(X,Y )−Z
∥∥

2≈ 8.2e–4,

‖qweb− f ‖∞,D ≈ 2.2e–4, ‖qstd− f ‖∞,D ≈ 2.8e–1,

condGweb≈ 7.7e3, condGstd≈ 6.2e13.

As a second example, we consider Poisson’s equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions,

−∆u(x, y)= f (x, y)= 25x2 onD, u= 0 on∂D. (12)

The domainD is the unit disk with a small circular hole with radiusr = 0.04 located at(x0, y0) =
(−1/2,−1/2), see Fig. 7(left). Nonuniform knot spacing is used in order to resolve the expected
curvature of the solution near the small hole. In this case, an appropriate weight function is
constructed,

w(x, y)= (
1− x2− y2)((x − x0)

2+ (y − y0)
2− r2),

see Fig. 8(left). Each grid cell that intersects the boundary has an adjacent inner grid cell. That is,
the relatively high distortionδ ≈ 18, the difference between inner and outer indices is optimally sm
‖i − j‖∞ � n+ 1= 5. The coefficient vectorU of an approximate solution is obtained by solving
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Fig. 7. Left: Domain with nonuniform grid. Right: Part of the triangulation required to achieve similar accuracy.

Fig. 8. Left: Weight functionw. Right: Approximationuweb.

Galerkin systemGU = F resulting from the standard finite element discretization of (12). The mod
condition number condGweb≈ 1700, obtained after scaling the diagonal to 1, admits efficient solu
with standard solvers. The approximationuweb that we obtain using quartic web-splines is fairly accur
in view of the small number of coefficients,

‖uweb− u‖∞,D ≈ 3.2e–4 with≈ 450 coefficients,

see also Fig. 9(left). Let us compare this result with uniform web-splines and standard hat functio

• For uniform knot sequences and equal degreen = 4, a rather fine grid is required to obtain
approximationuuni with similar accuracy,

‖uuni− u‖∞,D ≈ 3.7e–4 with≈ 5250 coefficients.

On the right hand side, Fig. 9 shows that the error is highly concentrated near the hole, i.e., th
fine resolution is in fact not necessary.
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Fig. 9. Left: Error for nonuniform knots. Right: Error for uniform knots.

• The MATLAB pde-toolbox, which uses standard algorithms based on a triangulation of the d
and piecewise linear basis functions, provides a comparable approximationu∆ only for a very fine
triangulation,

‖u∆ − u‖∞,D ≈ 4.8e–4 with≈ 16.000 coefficients,

see also Fig. 7(right).

The examples presented in this section illustrate that nonuniform web-splines are a competit
for approximating discrete data and solutions of pdes.

6. Conclusion

The web-method is a new meshless finite element technique combining the advantages of B
and standard mesh-based trial functions (cf. http://www.web.spline.de). In particular, highly ac
numerical solutions are possible with relatively few parameters and boundary conditions are m
exactly. Moreover, smoothness and approximation order can be chosen arbitrarily without signi
increasing the computational complexity.

Initially, web-splines were defined for uniform grids. As is shown in this paper, the concept nat
extends to arbitrary knot sequences. This provides additional flexibility for meeting design specifi
and adapting the spline basis to the structure of the approximated data or functions. Perha
importantly, the nonuniform web-method conforms to the NURBS-standard, used in many ind
applications. We hope that our work will contribute to unifying methods in CAD/CAM and F
advertising B-splines as a convenient tool for all stages of the manufacturing process.
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